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As a result of the project work, after working at Futures Platform for around one year, there 

are new features that are developed successfully, such as the new version Content-explorer 

page, Collaboration tools (Voting, Rating, and Commenting tools), and Radar page, and so on.  

With involvement in developing directly those features with modern technologies and 

frameworks, like Javascript, ReactJS, NextJS, also working some parts on the Backend sides 

with Nodejs, ExpressJS, NestJS frameworks, this time absolutely helps me improve my 

technical skills in the web development industry.    

Besides that, there are soft skills, such as how to work as well in a real software company or 

collaboration skills with my colleagues, and so on. In the Futures Platform, any developer 

should know some tools to manage the project, like Jira for organizing tasks, or there are 

some meetings, including daily meetings or planning meetings, and I learned those skills 

when working at Futures Platform, in the way to become an experienced developer with the 

technical skills I learned during the time I worked at the company in the near future.  

In conclusion, there are such skills that I learnt from the practical working at the real company 

that helps me to improve much about hands- on experience, from technical skills to soft-skills. 

Moreover, this time at Futures Platform helps me start thinking about the startup work, even 

though it's just a thought for now.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
  

This chapter will give a short description of Futures Platform project.   

Futures Platform is a platform that is built on the web-based application with the co-
operations between Futures Platform Oy and Sangre Oy TO help companies/organizations to 
manage/form their plans and strategic choices.    

   

  
Figure 1. Radar service in Futures Platform.    

Besides, The Futures Platform web application is a collaborative SaaS tool, and it is the 

foresight radar that includes detailed information such as videos and articles on the future 

trends and future phenomena which is provided by foresight professionals at Future Flatform 

oy. Until now, the Future Flatform web application has had so many updating versions from 

2001 to now.   

Nowadays, ReactJS and NextJS are one of the most popular programming languages and that 
is the reason why Futures Platform web application is mainly applying these technologies.   

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  



2. RELEVANT TECHNOLOGIES 
  

Futures Platform used the most common and popular technologies such as like JavaScript, 

ReactJs, NextJs, NodeJs, and ExpressJs for front-end and back-end, and PostgreSQL for the 

database.      

The main technologies used in the Futures Flatform will be introduced in this chapter.   

  

2.1 JavaScript 

  

JavaScript is the most famous programming language in the world of the Web, and it can be 

learned easily.  

JavaScript is a client-side scripting language, and it means that the source code is running on 

the client’s web browser instead of on the webserver. JavaScript permits developers to 

perform complex and dynamic features on web applications.  

In the other words, JavaScript supports all things when developers want to add dynamically 

the HTML content to DOM (DOM is Document Object Model – it represents the document as 

objects and nodes) - generate HTML content with various parts: texts, images, links, buttons, 

tables or events. Besides, developers can also declare the styles dynamically and other 

features with JavaScript parts: variables, comments, and functions. /1/  

  

2.2 ReactJS 

  

ReactJs is a front-end JavaScript library and is used to build a user interface as a base in 

singlepage development. React is the premier way to create and build Web applications based 

on JavaScript. React uses the state to render and update DOM. There are a lot of concepts in 

React to make it becomes a powerful programming language. /2/  

  

2.2.1 React Component  

  

In React, components work like functions that return HTML elements through the render 

function, they are self-contained and can be reused. There are two types of components: 

Function Component and Class Component.  

A functional component is a JavaScript (or ES6) function that returns an element or a React 

element. So, a component can be defined as a JavaScript function or as an ES6 arrow function.  

Functional components are also referred to as stateless components because developers 

cannot do a lot of complicated things such as managing React State (data) or life-cycle 

methods in functional components.  

However, React introduced React Hooks in version 16.8, now it allows to use of state and other 

features in functional components.  

Class components are ES6 classes. They are more complex than functional components in that 

they also have: a constructor, life-cycle, render() function, and state (data) management. The 

example below is a class component.  

  

  



  

  

2.2.2 Props  

  

Props is an object passed into a component, each component takes props and returns a react 

element. Props allow for communication between components by passing parameters back 

and forth between components.  

When a parent component passes props to the child component, the child component can 

only read it and cannot modify it on the parent component's side.  

  

2.2.3 State  

  

A state is an object that can be used to hold data or information about components. A state 

can be changed whenever desired. Unlike props, props can be passed to different 

components, the state only exists in the scope of the component containing it, and every time 

the state changes, the component will be re-rendered.  

In React projects, state is used to respond to requests from users, or to store some data in 

components are shown in the Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1. Differences between props and state. 

Statement  Props  State  

It is possible to get the initial value from the parent 

component  

Yes  Yes  

It is possible to be changed by the parent component  Yes  No  

It is possible to set the default value inside the component  Yes  Yes  

It is possible to be changed inside the component  No  Yes  

It is possible to set initial values for child components  Yes  Yes  

It is possible to be changed in child components  Yes  No  

     

2.3 NextJS 

  

ReactJS is a great library for building a single-page application (Client-side rendering). 

However, there are a few issues related to rendering all the content on the client-side. First, 

using React to render takes longer to render to the user. This is because before the content 

can be loaded, all the JavaScript must load, and the application needs to run to determine 

what should display on the page. Second, if developers want to build a popular website, the 

website has a content SEO problem. Today's search engines are getting better at Crawling, 

Rendering, and Indexing for JavaScript-based applications in general and React in particular. It 

would be better if build a client-side application but rendering the data is like a server-side 

rendering application that compiles everything on the server-side and returns the content to 

the server-side. client. This will give the website a better SEO and have faster render time. To 

be able to render on the server-side for React applications, Next.js can be used, and the SSR 

framework for React applications. /3/  



The main advantage of Next.js is its built-in server-side rendering (SSR) support for increased 

performance and SEO. With all the information on the server, it will process to generate the 

HTML information of the page. The Client can then send a request to the Server and get the 

entire HTML page instead of requesting individual components with Client Render.  

  

2.4 NodeJS 

  

Node.js is a software system designed for writing scalable Internet applications, especially web 

servers. The program is written in JavaScript, using event-driven, asynchronous I/O to 

minimize total cost and maximize scalability. /4/  

The main idea of Node.js is to use non-blocking (asynchronous), directing data input and 

output through real-time tasks quickly. Because Node.js is rapidly scalable, capable of handling 

many concurrent connections by high throughput.  

If in traditional web applications, requests create a new request processing thread and occupy 

the system's RAM, the system's resources will be inefficiently used. Therefore, the solution 

that Node.js offers is to use single-threaded (Single-Threaded), combined with non-blocking 

I/O to execute requests, allowing tens of thousands of concurrent connections to be 

supported.  

  

2.5 ExpressJS 

  

Express.js is a framework built on Nodejs. It provides powerful features for web or mobile 

development. Express.js supports HTTP and middleware methods creating an incredibly 

powerful and easy-to-use API. /5/  

The main features of Express.js include:  Middleware and Routing. 

Middleware: is a part of a program that has access to databases, client requests, and other 

middleware. It is primarily responsible for the systematic organization of the various functions 

of Express.js.  

Routing: Express.js provides an advanced routing mechanism that maintains the state of web 

pages with the help of their URLs.  

Therefore, Middleware in Web programming frameworks will be used for preprocess, to filter 

requests before entering logic processing, or to adjust responses before sending them to 

users.  

  

2.6 PostgreSQL 

  

PostgreSQL is an open-source and very powerful database management system. This database 

management system has more than 15 years of development, and the structure has been 

tested and created confidence with users in terms of reliability, data integrity, and correctness. 

It has full support for foreign keys, joins, views, triggers, and stored procedures (in multiple 

languages. As a powerful database management system, PostgreSQL has features 

complexities such as multiple version concurrent access control (MVCC), point-in-time data 

recovery (Recovery), table space management (tablespaces), asynchronous replication, 

nested transactions (save points), online or local backups, complex queries and optimizations, 



and pre-writing declarations for management and debugging. PostgreSQL supports the 

international character set, supports multibyte encoding, and Unicode, and allows formatting, 

sorting, and sorting of text characters (uppercase, lowercase). /6/  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION 
  

3.1 General Description     

  

Futures Platform is a web tool that is developed as SAAS (Software as a Service) to support 

organizations/companies to have a holistic future vision to make important strategies, to 

decide significantly necessary steps in future development, or to give seize decisions to 

mitigate future risks.    

Besides, Futures Platform provides over 800 analyses of future phenomena. Based on the 

analysis of leading futurists, companies and organizations can save so much time and collect 

reliable information then combining the collected information in a safe place to share with 

each member in companies/organizations.   

With AI technologies (Artificial Intelligence), the latest developments, newest information, 

and news streams always are continuously updated and receive an alert each a two-week for 

a combination of a holistic information picture of future changes and share them to 

companies/ organizations and other stakeholders.  

  

3.2 Installment and Running the Project locally  

  

Futures Platform is a web tool built as SAAS (Software as a Service) structure. For starting to 

develop the Future Platform project, some software needs to be installed before working.  

First of all, the most important software is Visual Studio Code which is a source-code editor 

available for macOS, Linux and Windows. It is used for coding, refactoring, debugging and 

embedded Git.  

Secondly, Gitlab server is an application which is open-source and support hosting repositories 

by GIT, used for storing and managing project source code.  

Another software needed to be installed is Docker, which is an open-source containerization 
platform which is used to build images for database when developing APIs from the back-
end side.  

Additionally, Figma is used to create the prototype from designers which help developers 

develop the Graph User Interface based on it.  

About the method for communication between developers and among other teams, Slack 

and Microsoft Teams need to be set up for that purpose.  

Finally, Open Virtual private network (VPN) is used to connect to the internal network which 

can help developers to install internal packages. OpenVPN need to be open whenever 

developers need to install required packages or when working and debugging the Drupal side 

with PHP.  

After installing all the required software, the next procedure is the method to run the web 

application locally. There are two main projects: React projects and Drupal projects. For React 

projects, developers must install all NPM packages from the package.json file as well as 

activate OpenVPN for installing internal packages. About Drupal project, Developers can run 

the project directly from development server for both developing and debugging.  

     

          



4. GUI DESIGN 
  

There are two old and new versions of the Radar Rating results view.  

The Rating results view was developed with dispersing mode, Fullscreen resizes features and 

fixed some bugs, also moving the UI and logic of Title of view (Rated Phenomena and Share 

button on the top of the view) to React Rating application.  

  
Figure 2. Two old and new versions of the Radar Rating results view.  

  

The rating results view consists of two main sections: the fourfold table that shows the results 

in a two-by-two matrix and two lists for both axes. The content cards can be reviewed by 

clicking the dots/titles. The fourfold table:  

• Zooming is possible like on the radar screen (scroll with two fingers or with the mouse).  

• Dots are placed based on the average/median values  

• Absolute/dispersed mode: if the dots are placed on top of each other, the dispersed 

mode moves them slightly apart from each other  

• Hide title shows the matrix without Content titles  

• Resize -/+ changes the size of the titles and dots  

• Fullscreen button opens the matrix in presentation mode; to return to the normal view 

press the X button or ESC key The lists:  

• Sorted by average/median value (large dots)  

• Small dots are showing individual assessments  

• Small blue dot represents your personal assessment  

• Single content items can be hidden from the list by clicking the eye icon  

  

At the bottom of the view, for the facilitators, there is a list of hidden items and a possibility 

to clear all results. Clearing the results cannot be undone, so it should be sure that users have 

exported the results as PPT Summary before clearing the rating score.   



  
Figure 3. Rating results – Absolute and Dispersed mode logic.  

  

  
Figure 4. Rating results – Absolute and Dispersed mode layout.  

  



  
Figure 5. Rating results – Absolute and Dispersed mode logic for current and next version.  

  

  
Figure 6. Rating results – Absolute and Dispersed mode full-screen layout.  

  

4.1 Collaboration Tool in Radar View 

  

Collaboration tool helps users to collaborate with others. There are some basic features such 

as like turn on/off some tools for collaborations, such as Voting, Rating, Commenting, and 

Discussion section.   

The collaboration tool can customize the rating view, such as custom the name of the 2x2 axis 

the tiles and texts, or also flip the x and y-axis values and so on.  



The Voting tool, feature can customize the voting tool such as like Enable Voting tool, turn 

on/off the halo effect value on Radar view/screen or set/change the halo effect value.  

  
Figure 7. Collaboration tools feature layout.  

  

  
Figure 8. Collaboration tools feature layout.  



  

  
Figure 9. Collaboration tools feature layout.  

  

  
Figure 10. Collaboration tools feature layout.  



  

  
Figure 11. Collaboration tools feature layout.  

  

4.2 Share the Radar.  

  

Future Platform has two ways to share the Radar that invites visitors and public shared radar 

features so that users can access the Radar for workshops for example.  

  
Figure 12. Inviting user feature.  

  

Figure 12 shows how to invite users feature. It sends the invitation email to the visitor email, 

then that visitor user will access the Radar by the invitation email that includes the share link 

to access the Radar.  



  
Figure 13. Share public Radar features.  

  

Figure 13 is the shared public Radar feature. The owner of the radar just needs to create the 

share link according to the steps above (on the photos above) and send or publicize the link 

to the visitor(s), then he or she can access the Radar.  

The benefit of the public shared Radar feature is the owner of Radar can invite 100 visitors 

with only simple action (creating one shared link), instead of inviting one-by-one visitor users 

by using the invite-user feature.  

  

4.3 Landing Page 

  

Futures Platform has three types of landing pages for users: Paid user, trial user, and free user.  

Figures 14, 15 and 16 show landing pages for paid, trial and free users respectively. 

  
Figure 14. Landing page for paid users.  



  
Figure 15. Landing page for trial users.  

  

  
Figure 16. Landing page for free users.  



  

4.4 Radar 

  

Radar is the feature that helps users to estimate or plan everything with content cards 

including info or data and the radar consists of the content cards. Then user can put the card 

into the Radar with separated sections, like timing sections.  

The user can do teamwork or give his/her thoughts with Voting, Rating, Commenting, and 

discussion tools in the Content card inside the Radar.  

  

  
Figure 17. Radar view.  

  

  
Figure 18. Content card.  



5. IMPLEMENTATION – PROJECT STRUCTURE 
 

5.1 Implementation 

     

This chapter will introduce a deeper vision of Futures Platform project structure.   

On the frontend side, Futures Platform uses Micro-frontend, it has the core website developed 

by Drupal with PHP. Then there are many features developed by ReactJS, one feature is a React 

App.  

For example, the Content-explorer page that was developed with React app, then embedded 

in the Drupal website.  

There are also some internal packages, about over ten packages such as UI, hooks, reducers, 

Filter, editor packages, and so on. There is a Drupal admin page for admin users. UI component 

for Web app FP: styled component, MUI, design system. And the Stylings: CSS, Module CSS, 

class names from design system, CSS in JS.  

On the backend side, Futures Platform uses Micro-services to develop REST APIs and the 

programming languages are Java, NodeJS, ExpressJS, and PHP with Drupal.     

   

5.2 Project structure 

   

Futures Platform uses three servers for three different purposes:   

A development server(dev-server) is used with the main purpose of developing, and testing to 

find out bugs before releasing it to the production server.    

In addition, a development server is an environment where developers build new features 

and issues/bugs in the local developer’s machine, then developers will deploy the newest 

code to the development server to check that is running as well in the server, not only in the 

local environment.   

The staging server is an environment for a project manager, testers, and other co-workers 

who do not understand the code profoundly. The staging server is as well as a testing 

environment before deploying to the production environment as well.   

The production server(prod-server) is a final product that real customers are using.     

   

5.3 Testing  

    

Futures Platform was tested by one manual tester, who is working in Futures Platform 
company and is responsible for testing new features, issues, and bugs before releasing them 
to the production server.    

Moreover, Futures Platform project also uses end-to-end automation testing that will be run 

when commits are pushed to the Gitlab server (remote branches). 

   

 

 

 

 

 



 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
  
After a period working with many different features in Future Platform including developing, 
fixing bugs, maintaining functionalities and features of the web application as well as 
deploying to Staging and Production server, I gained a variety of knowledge and improved 
my technical skills from front-end side with popular technologies such as ReactJS, NextJS to 
back-end side such as NodeJS, ExpressJS even though I am a frontend developer. In addition, 
I also have a great opportunity to work with PostgreSQL database by handling queries. These 
technical skills and hands-on experience help me a lot on the way to becoming a full-stack 
developer in my future career. Besides the technical knowledge which I obtained, the 
working environment in Futures Platform help me improve my communication skills as well 
as soft skills day by day. Furthermore, I had some obstacles when trying to connect to the 
staging and production server and understand the process to handle the queries in the 
database at first, but with the support from senior developers in our company, I managed to 
get used to those. Additionally, https://go2.futuresplatform.com/ is the server link for 
production which can get accessed. 

 

There are some new features coming soon after the discussion and approval from the 
management team, the significant feature is the rating result chart built with the D3.js 
library, which I am trying to learn because I have no experience with this library before, to 
display which phenomena are rated and shown in the chart. The prototype from Figma has 
been finished and I will start working on it soon. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://go2.futuresplatform.com/
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Link github for Rating results: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/rating-results-view  

Link github for Conclusion results: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/radar-conclusions-view  

The objective of projects: 

Radar Rating result and Conclusion result app: they are the views for reading and managing 

results when users or visitors using collaboration tools such as voting or rating tools, in workshop 

for example. All results made by users is shown in these results views. Both app are developed 

by React and D3 library. 

 

APPENDIX 2 

 

Link github for Radar view: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/radar-view  

The objective of the project: 

This is the one of main views of Futures Platform, this view contains radar and phenomena. The 

app is developed by React and get data from backend APIs developed by REST API. 

 

 

APPENDIX 3 

 

Link github for Phenomenon card view: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/phen-card-view  

The objective of the project: 

This is the content card or phenomenon card view and is developed by React in frontend side, 

then embedding to Drupal 7 website. This view contains some collaboration tools, such as voting, 

and rating, and commenting tools, also some data such as video, articals, or some texts. The idea 

of this content card is that collects or take note some data that user wants to store somewhere( 

stores to content card). 

 

APPENDIX 4 

 

Link github for Content filters package: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/content-filters-package  

The objective of the project:  

This is a package for Filtering and in Futures Platform, there are such places that need filtering 

contents or data. Therefore, this package is built as internal package, then it is embedded to some 

views or pages that contain filtering layouts, such as Content-explorer page or Radar page. 

 

APPENDIX 5 

https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/rating-results-view
https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/radar-conclusions-view
https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/radar-view
https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/phen-card-view
https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/content-filters-package


 

Link github for Content editor package: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/Content-editor-package  

The objective of the project:  

This is the internal package for creating a new content card or editing phenomena. It is used in 

Radar view or content explorer page or also landing page. 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 6 

 

Link github for Commenting result view: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/Commenting-result-view  

The objective of the project:  

This view for reading and managing commenting results when users or visitors using commenting 

tool, in workshop for example. All results made by users is shown in the results view. This app is 

developed by React and calling API from backend side developed by Nodejs and Express 

framework with REST API. 

 

APPENDIX 7 

 

Link github for Content explorer view: https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/content-explorer-view  

The objective of the project:  

This is the page for managing content data of Futuresplatform. In this page, there are some basic 

features such as filterings by time, types or tags, and searching, editor or create new content 

cards. this app is developed by React app with some internal packages and connect with backend 

side by Rest api developed by Expressjs framework and nodejs. 

 

  

  

https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/Content-editor-package
https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/Commenting-result-view
https://github.com/ptdatkhtn/content-explorer-view

